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Abstract

Mobile edge computing (MEC), as the key technology to improve user experience in a 5G network, can effectively
reduce network transmission delay. Task migration can migrate complex tasks to remote edge servers through
wireless networks, solving the problems of insufficient computing capacity and limited battery capacity of mobile
terminals. Therefore, in order to solve the problem of “how to realize low-energy migration of complex dependent
applications,” a subtask partitioning model with minimum energy consumption is constructed based on the
relationship between the subtasks. Aiming at the problem of execution time constraints, the genetic algorithm is
used to find the optimal solution, and the migration decision results of each subtask are obtained. In addition, an
improved algorithm based on a genetic algorithm is proposed to dynamically adjust the optimal solution obtained
by genetic algorithm by determining the proportion of task energy consumption and mobile phone residual
power. According to the experimental results, it can be concluded that the fine-grained task migration strategy
combines the advantages of mobile edge computing, not only satisfies the smooth execution of tasks, but also
reduces the energy consumption of terminal mobile devices. In addition, experiments show that the improved
algorithm is more in line with users’ expectations. When the residual power of mobile devices is reduced to a
certain value, tasks are migrated to MEC server to prolong standby time.
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1 Introduction
With the Internet of Things and the mobile Internet are
booming, people have entered the era of the Internet of
Everything. With the rapid increase in the number of net-
work edge devices, mass data is generated by the percep-
tion layer of the Internet of Things, which leads to a sharp
increase in the load of the cloud computing network,
resulting in a long network delay [1]. With the rise of mo-
bile edge computing, the storage services and computing
services can be provided on the edge of the network [2].
At the same time, the task of intelligent terminal devices
can be migrated to the mobile edge computing server to
solve the problem of insufficient mobile terminal re-
sources, and effectively reduce the delay and energy con-
sumption. These features make it a key technology to
improve the 5G network [3] user experience in the future.
Task migration technology can transfer complex tasks

on mobile devices to remote edge server through wireless

networks, rely on the rich computing resources of remote
servers and complex computing tasks, and return the re-
sults to mobile devices, so as to solve the problems of in-
adequate computing power and limited battery capacity of
mobile terminals.
At present, the existing task migration strategy is to make

the migration decision under the premise that the migra-
tion service node has been established [4]. It does not take
into account the scenarios when the multi-service nodes
are available, and cannot give full play to the characteristics
and advantages of mobile edge computing. The earlier task
migration algorithms are proposed for cloud computing
platforms. Generally, the task is completely migrated as a
migration object, which needs a great migration power [5, 6].
In some optimized strategies, tasks are divided into
fine-grained subtasks with chain relationship [7], and
a minimize task completion time model is constructed to
solve the problem. Although the task partition is refined,
it is only applicable to the case where the subtasks are
chain relationship, and it is not suitable for the application
where the dependency relationship between subtasks is
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complex. Therefore, it is an urgent problem to study the
migration strategy based on edge computing platform.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1

introduces the overview of mobile edge computing.
Some correlation background is introduced in Section 2.
Including the software architecture of task migration
system, the research status of edge computing and task
migration at home and abroad as well as related migra-
tion strategies. In Section 3, we propose two algorithms:
a task migration strategy based on genetic algorithm and
a task migration energy-saving strategy algorithm con-
sidering battery residual power. In Section 4, experimen-
tal simulation and results are presented, and the
performance of the algorithm is analyzed. Finally, the
work is summarized in Section 5.

2 Background
2.1 Mobile edge computing
Edge computing refers to the ability of cloud computing
“sink” to the edge of the network. It is a new computing
mode to execute tasks on network edge devices. Edge
computing refers to any resource between the data
source generated by network edge terminal devices and
the data path of cloud computing center. Its basic idea is
to transport tasks to a resource center which close to
the data source [8, 9]. The relationship between edge
computing and cloud computing is not one or the other,
but complementary. They make up for each other’s
shortcomings and jointly promote the development of
the Internet of Things.

The concept of mobile edge computing (MEC) was
first proposed by Carnegie Mellon University in 2009.
The European Telecommunication Standards Associ-
ation (ETSI) formally defined the concept of MEC in
2014 and set up ETSI Mobile Edge Computing Industry
Specification Group. At the same time, the mobile edge
computing introductory technical white paper was pub-
lished. Mobile edge computing is a form of edge com-
puting, which is located between wireless access point
(such as WIFI) and wired network. It makes traditional
wireless access network have the conditions of service
localization and close deployment, reduces the load of
the core network, and reduces the bandwidth require-
ment of data service for network return.
With the development of mobile network to 5G

stage, MEC, as its key technology, will bring infinite
possibilities for network services and other services.
MEC technology transforms the traditional cloud
computing centralized storage data mode into mobile
edge data storage. This technology can reduce the
delay in network operation and service delivery [10].
It is the key technology to provide user experience in
the future 5G network.

2.2 Task migration
Task migration is an important way to solve the resource
constraints of mobile terminals. It transmits computing-
intensive tasks of mobile terminals from local to remote
devices for execution, uses remote resources to expand
local resources, and finally returns the results to mobile

Fig. 1 Task migration flow chart. The task migration of mobile edge computing mainly includes six steps: environment awareness, task division,
migration decision, task upload, edge server execution, and result return. Among them, task partitioning and migration decision are two
core steps
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terminals [11]. The process of task migration is as follows:
first, the smart mobile terminal sends task requests to the
mobile edge computing platform, then the mobile edge
computing platform executes corresponding tasks according
to the task requests, and finally the mobile edge computing
platform returns the task brother-in-law to the user. The
specific flow chart for task migration is shown in Fig. 1.
In the implementation of the migration strategy, the

amount of electricity and time consumed to complete
tasks are two decisive factors affecting the quality of ser-
vice, especially in wireless networks. Therefore, under
acceptable time constraints, minimizing the energy con-
sumption of mobile terminals is a challenging issue.

2.3 Related works
Migrating data flow of network applications and tasks of
computing-intensive applications to cloud or small
servers has become a recognized solution to the problem
of insufficient resources of mobile devices. The MAUI
task migration platform proposed by Cuervo E and Cho
D K et al. supports task migration by identifying applica-
tion code; Chae D and Kim J et al. put forward a
cost-focused approach. The overhead task migration
platform CMcloud migrates as many mobile applications
as possible to a single server to minimize server costs.

Lagersoetz E [12] puts forward a criterion for migration
evaluation: first, the energy consumption needed for task
migration is judged; if the energy consumption for mi-
gration is greater than that for local execution, the mo-
bile terminal is calculated; conversely, the migration
calculation is carried out. It is concluded that task mi-
gration has the best energy-saving effect when the
amount of data is smaller, the amount of computation is
larger and the bandwidth is higher.
Generally speaking, the existing task migration strategies

are divided into three categories: the whole application is
executed in the cloud [13]; the whole application is mi-
grated to the cloud to execute or to the mobile to execute
according to the power saving situation; part of the migr-
able tasks are migrated to the cloud to execute, and the rest
are completed in the mobile end [14]. However, the existing
migration strategies do not take into account the multi-de-
pendence between subtasks, and the mobile terminal bat-
tery development speed cannot meet the growing demand
for energy consumption of mobile terminals [15].
Therefore, this paper will focus on energy consump-

tion, propose a task migration strategy for complex de-
pendency mobile terminal applications, and solve the
problem of “how to achieve low-energy migration for
complex dependency mobile applications.”

Fig. 2 Fine-grained linear task topology. It is a simple fine-grained linear task topology diagram. Each subtask is executed in sequence. The input
data of each subtask is provided by the previous subtask, and its input data is the output data of the last subtask

Fig. 3 Fine-grained linear task execution flow. It is a simple fine-grained linear task topology diagram. It considers that each subtask is either
executed on the mobile terminal side or executed on the mobile edge side, and the calculated energy consumption generated when the task is
performed on the mobile terminal side is denoted as C(ME), and the energy consumption generated when the task is performed on the mobile
edge side is denoted as C(EE). Send energy consumption is C(SID), and receive energy consumption is C(ROD)
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3 Energy-saving strategy
3.1 Task decomposition
3.1.1 Coarse-grained task decomposition
A coarse-grained migration strategy typically uses the
entire mobile terminal application as a one-migration
task without decomposing and merging the terminal ap-
plication [16]. The advantage of this strategy is that it is
simple to implement and fast to schedule. For an appli-
cation task with certain data transmission and computa-
tional requirements, the shortcoming of this scheduling
strategy is that it often faces a dilemma: (1) if the task is
scheduled to the edge, it faces a large amount of data

Fig. 4 Fine-grained directed acyclic graph task topology model. It is a topological model of a fine-grained directed acyclic graph task topology. A
directed acyclic graph (DAG) is used to represent the complex dependencies among subtasks. For the graph G, G = (V, E), the node set V
represents the task set to be processed, v ∈ V represents the divided subtask, E represents the directed edge set, represents the dependencies
between the tasks, and euv ∈ E represents the amount of transfer data between the task u and the task v, which represents when the task u is
finished, euv data is transmitted to task v, task v can start execution only after task u is executed

Table 1 Parameter table for energy consumption and time
model
Variable Meaning Unit

wv Workload of task v CPU instructions

fl Calculation rate of mobile terminal MIPS

fe Calculation rate of mobile edge server MIPS

pl Power of the mobile terminal when
performing tasks

W

pi Power of the mobile terminal when idle W

ps Sending power of the mobile terminal W

pr Receiving power of the mobile terminal W

euv Data transfer amount between task u and task v Bits

Bs Data sending rate Bits/s

Br Data receiving rate Bits/s

T lv Time spent on the mobile terminal of task v s

Tev Time spent on the mobile edge server of task v s

Tuv Time spent on transferring data from task u to v s

Elv Energy consumed on the mobile terminal of task v J

Eev Energy consumed on the edge server of task v J

Euv Energy consumed by transferring data
from task u to v

J

Table 2 Parameter table for minimization of energy
consumption model

Variable Meaning Unit

Etotal Total energy consumption W

Ttotal Time consuming s

Tmax Task completion time threshold s

Tbv Start moment of task v s

T exv Executing time of task v W

T f
v

Finish moment of task v W

Eexv Executing energy consumption of task v W

Ruv Dependency between task u and task v None

Dv Execution location of task v None
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transmission delay; (2) if putting the task on the local
processing, the local computing power will cause a lot of
computational overhead.

3.1.2 Fine-grained linear chain task decomposition
To improve the coarse-grained migration strategies, fine-
grained linear chain task decomposition divides the mobile
application into a set of subtasks [17]. These subtasks are
executed in a linear topological order, and their input data
are provided by their previous subtasks. The time limit of
the entire mobile application is T.
Figure 2 presents a simple fine-grained linear task de-

composition. In this model, the number of liner se-
quences of subtasks consisted by its mobile application
is n. wk denotes the load of computation, where k = 1, 2,
… , n. So, we can get the total load of the computational

subtasks which are
P n

k ¼ 1
wk . In Fig. 2, αk and βk de-

note the number of input and output data of kth subtask
respectively.
Figure 3 shows a simple fine-grained task decom-

position topology [18]. In this topology, each task can
be executed on local or edge side. C(ME) denotes the

energy consumption in the local, and C(EE) denotes
the energy consumption in the edge side. In the com-
munication between the mobile terminal and edge
equipment, the energy consumption for sending data
is denoted as C(SID); relatively, energy consumption
for receiving data is C(ROD).

3.1.3 Fine-grained directed acyclic graph task
decomposition
We describe the tasks and their dependencies in a directed
acyclic graph (DAG), as shown in Fig. 4 [19]. We name this
task topology graph as task DAG G=nV, En. In the task DAG,
vertices v∈V represent tasks, and the edges euv∈E are used to
represent dependencies between tasks. Thus, the euv represent
the task v start execution must be after task u, where u, v∈V.
R (Rely), R ∈ {0, 1} denotes the dependency relationship

between each subtask:

Ruv ¼ 1; eeuvexist
0; others

�
ð1Þ

3.2 Energy consumption and delay limit
In order to achieve tasks with minimum computa-
tional and communication energy consumption before
the task delay threshold arrives, it is necessary to de-
sign a more optimized task scheduling strategy. Simi-
lar to the method of [20], this paper also adopts a
method of weighing the time and energy consumption
between the mobile terminal side and the MEC side
and generates a scheduling decision.
For a brief description, we first list the symbol names used

in this section and their meanings, as shown in Table 1.
Equation (2) gives the execution location of each

subtask:

Table 3 Simulation parameters

Variable Meaning Value

fl Calculate speed of UE 300 MIPS

fe Calculate speed of MEC server 5000 MIPS

Bs UE sending rate 2 Mbps

Br UE receiving rate 2 Mbps

pl UE working power 0.50 W

pi UE idle power 0.04 W

ps UE sending power 0.03 W

pr UE receiving power 0.01 W

Fig. 5 Comparison of task energy consumption under four strategies. It can be observed that the results of the coarse-grained task migration
strategy are always the same as the results of the local execution strategy or the total uninstallation to the MEC server strategy, because it is
based on the entire mobile terminal application as an object for index measurement analysis
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Fig. 6 The comparison of energy conservation between FGMBGA and the other three strategies. It shows the percentage of energy-conserving
energy consumption compared with the other three strategies for the fine-grained task migration strategy based on genetic algorithms

Fig. 7 Comparison of task energy conservation between FGMBGA and Enum. The figure compares the energy consumption of the fine-grained
task migration strategy (FGMBGA) and the exhaustive method (Enum) based on the genetic algorithm. It can be observed that the line graphs of
the Enum and FGMBGA algorithms basically overlap. Although the FGMBGA strategy does not traverse the entire solution space, the results
obtained by the optimal solution and the exhaustive method are almost the same, which proves that the algorithm can reduce the time
complexity and also ensure the accuracy
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Dv ¼ 1 ; u is excuted in MEC server
0 ; u is excuted in mobile equipment

�
ð2Þ

Execution time for task v in a mobile equipment side,
denoted as Tl

v, is shown in Eq. (3):

Tl
v ¼

wv

f l
ð3Þ

Correspondently, the time of task v execution in edge
equipment:

Te
v ¼

wv

f e
ð4Þ

Thus, we get the energy consumption in local of the
task v executing:

El
v ¼ Tl

vpl ð5Þ

Certainly, we must consider the energy consumption
for other ideal processes in local:

Ee
v ¼ Te

vpi ð6Þ

We give the delay for task u and v communications,Tuv:

Tuv ¼ euv
Br

ð7Þ

And

C SIDð Þuv ¼ TuvPr ð8Þ

C RODð Þuv ¼ TuvPs ð9Þ

3.3 Energy consumption minimization
An easy-to-conceived idea is that the entire application
is divided into smaller subtasks, appropriate migration
strategies are invoked, migration destinations are deter-
mined, and task assignments are completed [21]. The
so-called good migration strategy means that the terminal
energy consumption can be effectively reduced, and the
task completion time also needs to meet the user delay ex-
pectation constraint. Therefore, when building a model
for minimizing energy consumption problems, you need
to consider time constraints and thresholds for task com-
pletion time. To ensure that energy consumption is mini-
mized and time-delayed, these two important factors in
ensuring the quality of the user experience.
In this section, we establish a model of energy con-

sumption minimization to characterize the above prob-
lems. For the sake of description, we first list the symbol

Fig. 8 Comparison of residual electricity trend between FGMBGA and optimization FGMBGA. As can be seen from the figure, when the residual
power of mobile devices is reduced to a certain value, the optimization algorithm will no longer consume the battery energy of mobile devices,
and the residual power tends to be flat, while the unmodified algorithm will continue to execute tasks on mobile devices according to the
optimal solution obtained by genetic algorithm until the power of mobile devices is exhausted
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names used in the model and their meanings, as shown
in Table 2.
The task execution time T ex

v is a function about Dv;Te
v

, and Tl
v. It is shown in Eq. (10).

Tex
v ¼ 1−Dvð ÞTe

v þ DvT
l
v ð10Þ

Actually, Tb
v is the maximum of the dependency be-

tween u and v. We have

Tb
v ¼ max

u∈V
Ruv T f

u þ jDu−DvjTuv
� � ð11Þ

Thus, we get:

T f
v ¼ Tb

v þ Tex
v ð12Þ

The execution energy of task v can be calculated as:

Eex
v ¼ 1−Dvð ÞEe

v þ DvE
l
v ð13Þ

Therefore, the energy consumption of the entire mo-
bile application Etotal is

E totalð Þ ¼ E
D nð Þ

¼
X
v∈V

1−Dvð ÞEe
v þ DvE

l
v

� �
þ

X
u;v∈V

jDu−DvjEuv½ � subject to

: D nð Þ
¼ D1;D2; :…;Dn½ � Dv∈ 0; 1f g; ∀v∈V offloadDv

¼ 0; ∀v∈V local

ð14Þ

Finally, we get the energy consumption minimization
model:

minE totalð Þ ¼ min E
D nð Þ

subject to :
T total≤Tmax

D nð Þ ¼ D1;D2; :…;Dn½ �
Dv∈ 0; 1f g; ∀v∈V offload

Dv ¼ 0; ∀v∈V local

ð15Þ

where the D(n) is a solution of our model. D(n) is a
vector, which contains n binary variables. “0” denotes
process the task in the local, and “1” denotes in the
cloud. Genetic algorithms can avoid the disadvantages of
the time complexity of enumeration algorithms being
too high.

3.4 Task migration strategy
Minimizing the energy consumption problem can be
seen as a 0–1 programming problem with nonlinear
constraints, which is an NP problem. In this paper, the
genetic algorithm is used to calculate the approximate
solution of the problem.

3.4.1 Initial
In order to minimize the energy consumption problem,
the task migration variable in this paper adopts a binary
coding scheme that takes into account the minimum
coding length, such as the migration decomposition
D(n) = [D1,D2, .…,Dn] and each of its sub-elements.

3.4.2 Fitness function
In order to evaluate the corresponding chromosomes,
the reciprocal of the total energy consumption is used as
a fitness function to characterize the energy consump-
tion and the necessity of migration for each application
in the local device.

fitness ¼ 1
E totalð Þ

¼ 1P
v∈V 1−Dvð ÞEe

v þ DvEl
v

� �þP
u;v∈V jDu−DvjEuv½ �

ð16Þ
3.4.3 Design of crossover method
Crossover methods are often used for new chromosome
construction, which has the disadvantage of easily causing
the population to become “premature.” In order to avoid
this situation, in this paper, we adopt a random crossover
method, which can ensure the diversity of the population
and avoid the occurrence of “premature” conditions.

3.4.4 Design of variation method
In order to improve the diversity of the population and
avoid “premature,” we randomly modify the chromo-
some coding, so that the individual has the possibility of
mutation. Commonly used mutation methods include
uniform variation, Gaussian approximation, and the like.
In this paper, we use a simple binary code variation
method for basic position changes.

3.4.5 Genetic termination conditions
After the previous step, we obtained a new generation of
chromosome populations. Whether the current solution
is a suboptimal solution is evaluated, that is, whether the
target of minimum energy consumption and delay re-
quirement has been achieved. If a satisfactory solution is
found, then the algorithm terminates; otherwise, the it-
erative search continues.

3.5 Optimization strategy
Although genetic algorithm can get the most energy-saving
strategy of task migration, in real life, the calculation of mi-
gration also needs to consider the problem of mobile equip-
ment residual power. If the power consumption of mobile
phone is much larger than the energy consumed by task
execution, the energy-saving strategy of fine-grained task
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migration is followed; otherwise, the task will be executed
at the MEC server to reduce the energy consumption of
mobile phone CPU and cause downtime. The core algo-
rithm of the strategy is:

Dv λð Þ ¼ 1−xð Þλþ x ð17Þ

Where E is task energy consumption and P is the re-
sidual power of mobile equipment, the relationship be-
tween task energy consumption E and residual power of
mobile equipment P is as follows:

λ E; Pð Þ ¼
1; E > P
E
P
; E≤P

(
ð18Þ

where λ(E, P) ∈ (0, 1) and the energy consumption ratio
has a linear relationship with the execution location. This
algorithm is applied to the energy-saving strategy of fine-
grained task migration based on genetic algorithm and
judges the energy consumption of tasks and the residual
power of mobile equipments. If the energy consumption
and residual power of mobile equipments are relatively
small, it follows the results of the energy-saving strategy of
fine-grained task migration based on the genetic algo-
rithm; if the energy consumption and residual power of
mobile phones are too large, the optimal energy-saving
strategy of migration is obtained through the above algo-
rithm. When limλ(E, P) = 1, then Dv(λ) = 1. It means that
the task should be handled at the MEC server.

4 Simulation and results
The simulation configuration of this algorithm is as follows:
one mobile terminal device and one mobile edge comput-
ing (EMC) server for mobile terminal task migration ser-
vice. Other experimental parameters are shown in Table 3.
Tasks generated in mobile terminals are composed of

20 related subtasks, and the computation and data trans-
mission of each task are evenly distributed.
The initial settings of the genetic algorithm are as fol-

lows: the population size is 50, the mutation rate is 0.15,
the crossover probability is 0.6, and the maximum num-
ber of iterations is 200. The termination condition of the
algorithm is that the evolutionary speed of the fitness
function of the individual with the best adaptability is
less than 0.2% in five successive generations.
In the analysis of experimental results, we select several

common migration algorithms compare with fine-grained
migration based on generation algorithm (FGMBGA)
which is the algorithm this paper proposed on their per-
formance. By calculating the energy consumption under
different strategies, we reflect the superiority and adapt-
ability of the migration strategy. These migration strat-
egies are coarse-grained migration strategy (Coarse), local
execution strategy (Local), and EMC server execution

strategy (AllMig). Figure 5 shows the energy consumption
of mobile terminals under four strategies.
From the energy consumption comparison of the four

migration strategies in Fig. 5, we can see that the Coarse
strategy is consistent with the trend of FGMBGA strat-
egy. Although the coarse strategy is the coarse-grained
execution of tasks, the coarse execution strategy also
measures and compares the task indicators and, after
analysis, chooses the local server or EMC server as the
task execution site. In addition, Local strategy and All-
Mig strategy only show excellent performance for the
one subtask, but the overall performance is not good.
Among the 15 randomly generated subtasks, it is worth
noting that FGMBGA can save about 40% energy than
Local strategy on the fifth subtask energy consumption.
Figure 6 shows the energy consumption comparison of

FGMBGA with other three migration strategies. In this
figure, we can see that compared with the Coarse strategy,
the seventh subtask has the best effect, saving about 26%
of energy; compared with the Local strategy, the best ef-
fect is on the fifth subtask, there are about 40% of energy
saved; compared with AllMig strategy, the second subtask
has the best effect, saving up to 35% of energy. Among the
three energy consumption comparisons, the average en-
ergy consumption is Local, AllMig, and Coarse. Through
the analysis of this result, we can draw the conclusion that
migrating task from the mobile terminal to EMC
server-side execution is the driving force of the times. The
local execution is far slower than the EMC server-side
execution in terms of computing power, computing time,
and energy consumption.
Figure 7 is a comparison of energy consumption between

FGMBGA and Enum. The main purpose of this group of
experiments is to verify the accuracy of FGMBGA strategy.
The Enum strategy traverses the whole population data,
and the energy consumption results are shown in the blue
line of Fig. 7; however, FGMBGA does not, but the optimal
solution is almost the same as the Enum strategy (the red
line in Fig. 7), so it can be concluded that the FGMBGA al-
gorithm proposed in this paper is accurate and feasible.
Figure 8 compares the trend of residual power of mobile

equipment between fine-grained task migration strategy
(FGMBGA) and optimization algorithm. As can be seen
from the figure, when the residual power of mobile de-
vices is reduced to a certain value, the optimization algo-
rithm will no longer consume the battery energy of
mobile devices, and the residual power tends to be flat,
while the unmodified algorithm will continue to execute
tasks on mobile devices according to the optimal solution
obtained by genetic algorithm until the power of mobile
devices is exhausted. The experimental results show that
the optimized genetic algorithm is more in line with the
expectation of practical application. Migrate tasks to MEC
servers to extend the standby time.
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5 Conclusion
The traditional task migration strategy does not consider
the multi-service node scenario, the multi-dependence
scenario within the mobile terminal application, and the
residual battery power of the mobile terminal. It cannot
give full play to the advantages of the new characteristics
of the mobile edge. This paper focuses on the mobile
edge computing, from three aspects: task migration
strategy, task execution location, and battery residual
power. From the point of view, this paper puts forward
the strategy of selecting the destination of task migra-
tion, the strategy of optimizing energy saving of task mi-
gration, and the strategy of optimizing energy saving of
task migration when the battery power is too low. The
simulation results fully demonstrate the energy saving
and accuracy of FGMBGA strategy. At the same time,
the superiority of the improved FGMBGA algorithm is
demonstrated by comparing FGMBGA with the im-
proved FGMBGA algorithm from experimental results.
In the future, the mobile characteristics of mobile termi-
nals can be considered, and the direction and trajectory
of mobile terminals can be predicted. The migration
strategy can be dynamically adjusted to adapt to more
complex situations.
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